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La bo u r

Programme
Time

Organization

Topics and speakers/facilitators

1st Day 4 December 2017 (Monday)
8.30-9.00am Registration
900-9.30am Opening activities:
Acknowledgment of Guests and Participants, Program Overview
Welcome and Opening Remarks (Khalid Hassan, ILO Co Manila)
9.30-10.00

Input: "Social Dialogue and Tripartism Principles and Application" (iaioon Coue, ILO Specialist on
Labour Standards)

Freedom of association, bargaining and dispute settlement in the public service:
Experiences and Challenges

C

10.00-10.15

Tea break

10.15-10.45

Input: Salient Features of CISl and Public Sector Labor Relations in the Philippines (Ce Pastolero,
ILO Co Manila)
Salient Features of CISl

Review of 2013 Gap Analysis on CISl and E0180

CEACR Observations on ILO Convention Nos, 87 and 98 on its application to public sector
11.45-12.30

Presentations: Public Sector Labor Relations in the Philippines:

Legislative framework, institutional mechanisms and practice: Challenges and
opportunities in public sector labor relations for the past 30 years under E0 180 on
representation, negotiation and dispute settlement (speaker from CSC)

Public sectortrade unionism: Roadmap and proposed labour relations framework (speaker
from labour)
12.30-1.30

Lunch break

1.30-2.00pm

Input: Theory of Change framework (Diane Respall, ILO Co Manila)

As a tool Process in addressing identified gaps/issues into results planning
Open Forum

(.

200-2. lopm Workshop Mechanics & Guide Questions for Workshop I (Facilitator)
Divide into groups mixed government and labour representatives
Designation of Groups Facilitator and Rapporteur
2.10-4.00pm Workshop I.
Identification of priority issues in public sector labor relations

Identification of gaps in: legislative framework (E0180), institutional mechanisms (PSLMC)
and practices (bargaining process and dispute settlement)

4.00-4.30pm Reporting Back at the Plenary of Workshop I Output by Group Rapporteur
Synthesis of Priority Issues/gaps (problem identification)
4.30-5.00

600-900

Workshop Mechanics & Guide Question for Workshop 2INext day program)
Closing and Reminders for next day's program
Multi-stakeholder Dinner with workshop and guests
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Z"' Day 5 December 2017 (Tuesday)
900-9.1.5am

Recap

9.15am-12.15pm Workshop Z: Planning MAP 2022 and strategizing using results-based/logical framework
planning

Identification of strategies on policy, systems review, capacity building, operational
guidelines and info dissemination
Outcome and output statements
12.15-LISPm

Lunch break

11.5-2.15pm

Reporting Back at the Plenary Workshop 2 Output and Consolidated MAP
Open Discussion: Next Steps and MAP 2022:

2.15-3.15pm

C

Consolidated workplan (Key areas: legislative strategy, capacity-building activities,
etc. )
3.15-4.00pm

Closing:
Closing remarks from ILO, PSLMC reps, and public sector unions
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Towards a Five-Year Multi-Stakeholder's Action Plan on Philippine Application of or51 (MAP 2022)
4-5 December 201.7, Ballroom, B Hotel, Quezon City
MULTI-STAKEHOLDERS' WORKSHOP

Documentation of Proceedings
DAY I December 5,2017 (Tuesday)
Opening: (Started: 9:20 am)

I. The Five-Year Multi-Stakeholder's Action Plan on Philippine Application of CISl (MAP 2022) of
the ILO was held on December 4 and 52017 at B Hotel, Timog, Quezon City.
2. A total of 42 participants were present on December 3, of whom 24 were women and 18 were

<

me n.

There were 20 representatives (9 women, 14 men) from the workers sector: Norman Grecia (PSI),
Christopher Bautista (SEU PSLMC), Jillian Roque (PSLink), Elmer Dimaculangan; Lorenza D. Serafica
(NADEA), Robert T. Mendoza (AHW), Ferdinand R. Gaite (COURAGE), Gloria P. Almazan (DAREA),
Jose Baldevia (DAREA), Mike Maga Ir. (PIPSEA), Marlon Quesada (SASK), Dr. Lorella Jeanne Lao

(NADEA), Annie Enriquez Geron (PSLink), Antonia H. Pascual (DAREA), Ma. Yolina L. Sumalinog
(CIU), Nelson Sonada (NAFEDA NFAEA), Charles A1ingod (NAFEDA NFAEA), Richard A. dela Pena

(PGEA-NDC), John Patrick N. Ocol (PSLMC), Roman M. Sarichez (NAFEDA NFAEA), Saritiago Y.
Dasmarinas (NAFEDA NFAEA), and Emily F. Esimos (CIU).

Nineteen persons (15 women, 4 men) represented the government sector. From the Department
of Budget and Management (DBM) were Michael Amor and Attv. Avvy Cristabelle Z. Alba. From

the Department of Labor and Employment (DOLE) were Nemevia Karan Arlan, Joycelyn Lacopia,

<..

Ma. Consuelo Bacay, Carl Andres, Marivic T. Villa, Tess Kinsy F. Comandante, Rose Maria C.
Mamaoag, and Lovelyn S. Papas. Representing the Department of Finance(DoF) were Lilia R. Tan,
Teodorico S. Macabasco, and Raymond A1ikpala. From the Department of Justice (DoI) were Leo
Sebuc, Mary Jane Sytat, and Putri Diana Macalambon, Cristine Buencamino, and Geraldine Yu.
The Civil Service Commission (CS) was represented by F10rie Navarro.
3. Thirty-seven participants attended on December 4,17 women and 20 men.

There were twenty from the workers sector - 5 women and 15 men. They were Christopher
Bautista (PSLMC), Norman Grecia (PSI), She ruin Mahilum (MALGEA, PSEAS, PIPSEA), Eininy
Esimos (CCGEU), Eruin D. Ocson (JUDEA SCEA), Elmer Dimaculangan (RTU-ASAP), Gloria P.
Almazan (DAREA), Jose A. Baldevia (DAREA), Nelson Sariada (NAFEDA COURAGE), Saritiago Y.
Casmarinos, Ir. (NAFEDA COURAGE), Robert T. Mendoza (AHW), Roman M. Sarichez (NAFEDA
NFAEA), Iillian Roque (PSLink), Mike Maga, Jr. (PIPSEA), John Patrick N. Ocol (RTU ASAP PSLMC
SUC), Annie Geron (PSLink), Antonia H. Pascual (DAREA), Ferdinand Gaite (COURAGE) and Edgar
Bilayon and Amel Navarro from Kamaggfi.

Seventeen from the government sector were present - 12 women, 5 men. From DOLE were Tess

Kinsy F. Comandante, Nemeria Karen E. Arian, Lovelyn S. Papas, Ma. Consuela Bacay, Rose Maria
Mamaog and Carl Andres. From the DoJ were Putri Diana Macarambon, MJ Sytat, Geraldine L. Yu,
Leo Sebuc, and Christine Buencamino. From the DoF were Teodorico Macabasco, Lilia R. Tan, and
Raymond A1ikpala. The CSC was represented by F10rie Joyce N. Navarro while the DBM by Amor
Michael Glenn and Avvy Cristabelle Alba.

Welcome message of ILO Director Mr Khalid Hassan (ILO Co Manila) read by Diane Respall
ILO Director Kholid Hosson noted the event offers an opportunity for partners to come to a
Common understanding, benefits, obligations of the benefits and obligations of ILO 151. He also
encouraged those present to engage with iaioon Coue, ILO Specialist on International Labor

Standards and Labor Law for any questions participants may have on CISi. and C87. CISl. also
He rioted that ILO 151 was already ratified by the Philippines. This Convention provides ublic
service workers the right to organize without external interference from the government. It
allows unions to conduct their activities and exercise their rights and those of their organizations
pertaining to ILO Convention 87, provides them the right to engage in collective negotiations,
and promotes social dialogue. Social dialogue is the same process that constituents can use in
drafting the action plan. ILO Convention 151 provides a machinery on the implementation of ILO
convention on freedom of association while the action plan serves as basis for developing good

public sector labor relations in the Philippines. He was optimistic that a consensus among those
present would be reached. He enjoined everyone to participate towards the collective
realization of the vision and spirit of the Convention.
He acknowledged that funding support of the EU DG Trade for this event. He also rioted that the

ILO is also formulating the next 5 Years decent work action program in the Philippines covering
priority issues as identified by constituents. This aims to address major deficits in decent work
application in the private and public sector while taking into account the issues relevant to the
management and workers' He wished the participants fruitful discussions.

(see IHassan Speech for ILO Co Manila Director_PS Workshop)

5. Welcome message of the Chairperson of the CSC A1icia dela Rosa-Baia was read by Ms. F10rie
Navarro

Choirperson Alibio delo Roso-Bolo rioted that there are apparent conflicts in the provisions of EO
180 and CISl. She stated that there is need to harmonize the two documents, a s need to be
filled and the apparent issues on implementation be addressed. There is also need to

encourage workers to organize and register their unions as well as forge a CNA with their
management. She noted that the national conduct of PSU orientations is a program of the CSC
to promote public sector unionism.

(see 2Chair A1icia dela Rosa Baia)

6. Welcome message of DOLE Assistant Secretary Maria Gloria Tango

AssistontSecretory Mono 610rio Tongo stated that DOLE recognizes the role of public servantsin
good governance. They serve as backbone of the government and unlike elected officials who
leave at the end of their term of office, they stay on to deliver public services. At the core of this
group are the unions representing workers and their issues.
She noted that there is expectation that ILO C15, . will improve public sector labor relations in
the country. The Philippines is the first country in Southeast Asia to ratify CISi. . She said
ratification is only the beginning since there is a need to harmonize the national laws and
practice with CISl. Hence the government will continue to facilitate this process with the help
of the ILO. As of now all tripartite mechanisms under the DOLE have already been expanded to
include public sector union representatives to ensure that their issues are addressed, for
example in the Tripartite Industrial Councils. She enjoined everyone to remember that public
office is a public trust and that public servants must be accountable to the people.

C

(see 3 Asec Tango Welcome)
Inputs: (Start10:03)
7. Social Dialogue and Tripartism Principles and Application - "Freedom of association,
bargaining and dispute settlement in the public service: Experiences and Challenges"
icyoon Coue, ILO Speciolist on Lobour Stondords ond Lobour Low
He stated that FOA is a fundamental human right articulated in many international laws and
treaties. More specifically FOA refers to two ILO Conventions (87 and 98) and to jurisprudence'
compiled by the ILO's Committee of Experts and ILO's Supervisory Committee. The Committee of
Experts consist of around 20 members and they review reports of countries including their
fulfillment of obligations under the Conventions that they have ratified. The same Committee
provides feedback and comments to countries to help them better align their laws and practice.
Meanwhile, the ILO supervisory bodies hear complaints.

(..

Art 87 established the rights of workers to set-up organizations, run their organizations without
interference, protect workers against suspension or dissolution of their organization, and
provides for the right of workers to form higher level organizations, e. g. federations. Art 87 covers
both workers in the private and public sector. He further discussed Art 87, as follows:

'Without distinction whotsoever. ' Every worker has the right to organize. Everyone who works for
a living can form and join an organization to advance their interests. This includes public sector
employees' The only exception is the armed forces and the police, but includes firefighters and
prison guards. He rioted that exceptions in Art 87 should be construed narrowly.
Subject only the rules of the orgonizotion concerned. ' Any sort of organization is permissible as
decided by workers' Public servants at the first level can only organize among themselves, but
their unions may form higher level organizations, e. g. confederations where they can join other
groups of workers such as those from the private sector.
Right to freely decide on internolin otters. ' Authorities should refrain from interfering with the
basic right of self-governance, such as prescribing what should go into the organization's

constitution. Other examples that could be considered as interference are imposing terms on
basic functioning (direct the union to meet every 3 months, specify rules on how to choose

officers, financial autonomy, activities and programs including expression of political opinions and
political activities). Pursuing their own political agenda by unions is allowed by the Convention.
Convention 98 which is on collective bargaining has three basic principles, the first one be in
protection o901nst onti-discriminotion. Demotion, transfer, making employment contingent on
joining and riot joining and acts prejudicial to joining or participating in unions are disallowed.
Protection must be rapid and effective. By rapid, the ILO supervisory body states that 30 da s
from receiving a complaint of discrimination, authorities must issue recommendations.

By

effective, it means authorities are to provide adequate remedies such as reinstate the victim in
his or her previous position.

The second one is protection of workers' ond employers' orgonizotions o901nst Ihte, ference by
eoch other. This means protection against domination of employers including granting of financial
support by the employer to favor one union over another.

The third is promotion of collective borgoining. Collective bargaining must be voluntarily done,
the government should riot direct it to happen. If there is any legislation that restricts bargainin
such as if bargaining can only be limited to certain subjects - any issue that can be bargained over
should be allowed by the law. Mediation bodies, conciliation bodies should be present to assist
unions and employers in solving disputes.

Following this, iaioon discussed FOAissues and challenges relating to public services mostI based
on the experiences of ILO Supervisory Committee. Public service is distinct from private sector. In

the latter, conditions of employment are highly regulated. Agency budget in the public sector is
fixed at certain levels and is often determined yearly. The budget is based on revenues of the
government, conditionalities imposed by other bodies such as the 'troika' of organizations (IMF,

EU, ECB) and others and these factor in how much money is available and so, restricts the space
for negotiation. There is then less room for maneuver in terms of conditions of work, and this
includes wages.

To cite an example, Jajoon noted that in some countries, workers in the public sector do not that
the basic right to organize. In Indonesia for example, there is no enabling legislation, while in some

countries, self-governance is restricted. In Korea, public sector workers must swear allegiance to
the government and they cannot campaign for any party.
Crisis situations such as the global crisis in 2008 could also affect public service functions. Greece

was cited as an example. Budget reduction due to austerity measures brought by the crisis
affected delivery of education and placement services. It also resulted in work precariousness and
because of this, decent work in the public sector has gained more and more prominence in the
ILO.

iaioon discussed the issue of scope and exclusions under CISi. . Basically, allworkers in the ublic
sector except the police and armed forces are covered under the FOA. It is also possible to exclude
managerial employees and confidential workers, but these being exceptions should be narrowly
interpreted. Actual contents of jobs will be looked into by the ILO Committee of Ex erts to

determine if a position is indeed managerial or not. This, rather than the position title determines
exclusion or inclusion under the Convention.

There are five specific guarantees under CISi. : right to organize, facilities afforded to
organizations, procedures for determining terms and conditions of employment, settlement of
disputes, civil and political rights. While these rights are provided, there are 'higher rights'
guaranteed by other Conventions such as C98's guarantee that public servants who engage in the
administration of the State do not have the right to bargain. Otherwise, all other types of public
servants have this right. If you work for a line ministry in a country, you may be excluded by C98
but you are guaranteed minimum rights under C151. iaioon elaborated on these guarantees,
stating:
kight to orgonize. Reproduces the protection language in C98 relating to protection against
interference.

C

Focilit^^s provision. This makes reference to C135 which provides basic facilities to organizations
to ensure their functioning, including providing official time off to devote to union activities,
providing transport if possible, dues collection mechanism, etc.
Procedures for determining terms ond conchtibns of employment. Voice mechanism is also
provided to those in line ministry roles though exempted under C98. One way is for the State to
grant them right to bargain or an alternative means to shape conditions of employment such as
by means of consultation. Consultation implies that there is no duty to arrive at an agreement,
however, there must be good faith negotiation held under the consultation mechanism. It is
important that these consultation mechanisms be institutionalized and formalized and riot just
be adhoc in nature.

Dispute mechonism - there should be means for resolution such as through mediation and
conciliation.

Ovi/ und poit^^o1 rights - public sector employees also have the right to engage in political
activities.

<.

(see iaioon Coue_FOA public service inariila dec 2017)
8. Question and Answer

Annie (PSLink): Annie suggested thot perhops 10100n could o150 mention the effects offfee trode
ogreements, internotionol ogreements, prtvote-public portnership on pubfic services.
iaioon: In terms of international agreements, it is mostly agreements made under the 'troika'
which are accompanied with calls for austerity, but in free trade agreements no specific case
comes to mind.
However, he mentioned that privatizations have led to increased
contractualization, outsourcing and reduction in number of staff in important services. These
negatively affect public service quality. If other instances come to mind later to show that free
trade agreements adversely affect public sector functioning, he would provide more answers
about this question.

Normon Greciofrom PSIoskedfor CIOrfficotion obout the difference between recommendotion ond

convention. He o150 OSked whotpossible provisions obout civilondpoliticolrights could be drofted
in the Philippines?

Jajoon: He rioted that international labor laws set by the ILO take 2 forms. Convention which

needs ratification by states and has reporting requirements on how states are doing, or in other
words how they are applying the convention in their national contexts. The other is
recommendation which can be stand alone or accompanying a convention; it provides additional
information
on a convention can be implemented. There is no pressure to comply with

recommendations, yet there is for conventions. The latter also have a broader scope compared
recommendations.

In reply to the question about what he expects: as simple as organizations of public emplo ees
shall have the same right as other workers as provided in C87 including the right to en a e in
activities that are political in nature.

Ferdre Golte: He roised on issue thot there is o prohibition stoting thot no civil servont con
porticipote in portison octiviti^s onom politico/ porties.
Jajoon: He noted that it is possible to devise regulations that do not flout the law of the land but

worded creativeIy, such as 'organizations can embark in campaigns ' He said it is important to find
an appropriate language.

Ferdinond: Specffic to the cose of COURAGE, Mr. Golte reloted thot they once tried to register
COURAGE OS o portylist group but it wos denied registrotion citing the existing rules OS boses.
Jajoon: He noted a basic distinction: unions can devise their own program of choice includin
programs that are political, but unions first and foremost must work towards the furtherance of

their members' welfare. C 87 has also been interpreted to mean that organizations should not be

engaged in purely political activities if these cannot be linked to the goal of furthering the interest
of their members. It is in this light that the latter is not allowed under C87. If the Committee of
Supervisors would decide on this case of Courage, iaioon supposed that it will be based on several
factors such as if the party's platform goes beyond the rights/interests of members or not.
Another possibility would be that the Committee will look at whether this activit does or does
not violate the Constitution of the Philippines.
9.

Gap analysis ILO Labour Relations (Public Service) Convention, 1978 IN0.1.51)
Cerilyn Postolero, ILO Co Moriilo

According to Centyn, gap analysis is considered by the ILO as a living document. In the u date
done in 2013, it included inputs from government and workers, comments from Ja'Don and

from Mr. Crespo. The TIPC used this Gap analysis to endorse the ratification in CISl. In 2017, it
was updated again. She rioted, however, that limitation of the gap analysis is that most of it is
focused on the substantive part of the law but less on actual practice due to lack of available
data and absence of mechanisms to monitor (non)compliance.

She showed a table entitled CEACR Observations on ILO Convention Nos. 87 and 98 on its

application to public sector. The first column lists the articles of ILO 151 (named references to
ILO C151. ), second column shows provisions found in E0 180 that correspond to each of CISl.

articles (implementing measures), and the third column if current rules are sufficient orif gaps
exist (extent to which national law or practice meets the standard).

C

In summary, the areas where E0 1.80 does not align with CIS, . are in Art I. , 4,5,6,7 and 8.
Among the suggested revisions include allowing firefighters and jail guards to self-organize (Art
I); increase safeguards to protect worker's organizations from anti-discrimination (Art 2);
capacitate social partners to gain improved understanding of FOA, CB, and unfair labor practice
(ULP) (Art 5); clearly indicate facilities that should be provided for unions to enable them to
perform union duties (Art 6); and review the scope of the scope of the collective bargaining
framework and expand the areas for negotiation; and review the dispute settlement mechanism
to broaden workers' representation, speed-up the resolution of cases, capacity building for
public sector managers and workers' organizations and increase the number of conciliators and
mediators in the CSC. She noted that a non-negotiable provision that is needed is to
institutional ize a means to ensure that social dialogue takes place. Finally, she mentioned that
there is a need to clarify who should represent management and that termination of
agreements need to be arrived at through social dialogue.
(see Pastolero Gap Analysis C 1.51)
10. Questions:

Mike Mogo, PIPSEA. . He OSked whotis reckoning dote of CISl implementotion? Is EO Z80
sufficient? Who determines coinpfionce?

<-

iaioon: According to iaioon, it is the ILO's committee of experts that is responsible for reviewing
all country reports, national laws and regulations and the Committee, too, provide comments if
there is any law or practice that goes against the Convention. One year after ratification, the
Convention comes into force, and then another year after a report must be submitted to the
Committee of Experts - who, as stated, will comment, point out gaps in compliance and will ask
government to make corrections.
The CISl also have 5 guarantees in them but these are guidelines these are not detailed
blueprints; the job of the State is to draft the framework to implement these guarantees.
Nonette (DAREA) on registrotion of CNAs. She mentioned thot bused on CSC doto the number of
registered CNAs (500) is very low ond CSCis portly to b/Qine. DAREA hod severo1 experiences in
which their CNAs were chopped up by 01r. Alegrio of the CSC, e. g. some ogreements were
of 50/10wed. She sold thot insteod of helping, the CSC is we okening the unions so she OSked the
ILO's help be couse this hos been going on for yeors not only in DAREA but o150 to other unions.
Addition o1 comment (Annie): Non-porties to the ogreement ore intervening in the collective
ogreement.

iaioon: Once an agreement has been forged it becomes legally binding and becomes a contract
which can be challenged in the judiciary.

Porticipont: The ILO's recommendotion is to includejoil guords undfirejighters Qinong those
workers who con seff-orgonize. He OSked thot police be included OS well be couse they ore under

oV^^^n control.

Jajoon: The ILO works with all tripartite partners and it helps countries in a I in the
conventions that they have ratified. In reference to firefighters, etc. - all the basic freedom of
association conventions excludes the police and armed forces. The reason is because when
these conventions were devised governments were very adamant that it is a ve jin ortant to
ensure that public order, safety and security are maintained. Given that this is are mount
concern, we do not want to compromise. In other countries that I have looked at, other
members of the police and armed forces are not excluded because their 'ob is not ara t t

ensuring safety and security. States do not have to deny this right to the police and the armed
forces, conversely, we have no basis for arguing for their inclusion because States have the ri ht
to decide.

Annie: PSUnk bel^^vesin politico/ neutronty of unions, but the quolity of foodershipin our
government o150 offects unions so we o1so hove to pontico/Iy engoged. One exomp/e of how
government offects unions is thot the government defines whom we con represent. This in okes
it difficultfor us to operote in some sectors, such OS in the educotion sector where we need more

thon 50 percent to get occredited ond this is o1mostimpossible becouse of the size of the
educotion sector. We connot cope with this ondit obstructs our obi/ity to et unions occred't d.
Ce: The issue of how to define an organizational unit for a union will be reflected in th

analysis. Also, it might be something to be included in the workshop later.
Annie: Some institutions inoy not necessori/y wont to creote hovoc to collective o reements but

one thing thot needs to be done is to hove o cleor definition of who the employer to help unions
identify who they ore supposed to bongoin ond determine who hos the occountobility ond
responsibility for certoin offruts. Monogement representotives should o150 be oriented obout
CISZ.

Golte: GOP on o1ysis hos o gop.

Ce: As stated the document does not reflect practice. It is a living document and it is alw
work in progress.

Chris. . The presidenti^sued E0 203for GoCCs. Section 2 speoks of collective negotiotion. While
we toIk obout how to improve our CNAs, this EO is o step bock. It stotes thot while the GoCCS

recognize the right to seff-orgonizotion, the government boord of GoCCs inoy not negotiote with

their union officers, the economic terms of their CBAs. So, this is ^ronic thot whi7e we ore trying to

improve the situotion, we now hove this EO.

Presentations: (Start: 12:05 rin)

1.1. Public sector trade unionism: Roadmap and proposed labor relations framework Sh
Mahilum, PSLMC-LGU and PIPSEA representative

Sherwin Mahilum presented that result of the November 20 Roadmap 201.6-2020. This is an
action plan for the PSLMC and revolves around preparing inputs, proposals, and timelines in
order that 'public sector trade union rights are fully recognized and exercised by 2021' (the
impact desired). See Attached Document (word file)
He presented outcomes that the labor sector aim for and which could be lead to the realization
of the impact previously stated. These outcomes were:
I: Review and amend issuances/resolutions not aligned with CISl
2: Union density increase
3: Enabling law to implement CISl is filed in Congress within one year from ratification
4: Draft PSLR is lobbied for passage within 3 years
5: EO institutionalising social dialogue in the public sector is issued by the Office of the Pres by
2018

C

a EO to address contractualization in the PS issued by the Office of the Pres by 201.8.
7: Solidarity of workers between public and private sectors is strengthened.
(see 6 Mahilum Public Sector Labor Relations Roadmap Strategic Plan)
The emcee said this document can be the basis of further discussions later.

1.2 Best practices in other countries on public sector labor relations: As insights for next day's
workshop (start 12:16nn)
Monon Ques@do, Asio Pocffic Regiono/ Coordrnotorfor Trode Union Sol^^onty Center of Fin/ond
isASK)
His presentation is about trade union rights in the Philippines. He rioted that unlike some of its
neighboring countries, public servants in the Philippines have to right to organize, although this
comes with certain exclusions. Further to this, the right to collective bargaining very limited
based on E0 180. Bargaining is agency level, but then registration is 'audited' by agencies that
are not parties to the agreement. Also, workers do not have the right to strike.
In the last three decades, he noted that the Philippines has used the same (unchanged)
framework which is E0 180. Rights are granted but they are limited. There have been initiatives
to amend the framework but it has met significant resistance. It can be recalled that this
framework happened post-Marcos. The revolutionary government was faced with a dilemma.
Not allowing the public sector to organize meant denying the workers of their democratic space,
yet if workers were allowed to organize, they might become a solid group. So, rights were
granted but with limitations.
He noted that the ratification of CT51 can be a tool for pushing for change especially that gaps in
the EO have also been identified. The solution is to pass an enabling law (PSLRL). He outlined
some of the most important things that needed to be done. One is lobbying with Congress, but
he cautioned that will not be easy especially in the lower house since many are LGU officials.
Second, government workers need solidarity and cooperation when lobbying for the law's
passage. Although trade union density in the public sector is 26 percent compared to less than 5

percent in the private sector, unions have to agree on a framework particularly in collective
bargaining. He shared some best practices in the public sector in Finland.
In Finland, trade union is industry-based; collective bargaining is industry/sector level. Local
government and government unions are members of one federation: Kommunal. One union,

one industry/sector. In contrast, ours is enterprise-based bargaining in the private sector. This is
divide and rule and this principle which has been applied in the private sector was co ied in the
public sector. There is national collective agreement although agency level collective a reement

also happens. Army, police, jail guards can join unions. All TUs have the right to strike but there
are regulations.

Union density in Finland is 80 percent, one of the strongest in the world. Parties also have the
capacity to address issues and sustain programs.

Apart from enjoying full trade union rights, there are other good benefits. Vacation is 6 weeks
even for high-level govt officials. Maternity leave is 9 months to more than one ear. Education
and health care are rights not privileges. Pension system ensures that retirees could live

comfortable life. There is unemployment insurance, 60-70 percent of last pay is iven to ou
until you find ajob. He believed that the secret is union numbers plus qualit is e ual to ow r.
He encouraged the unions to aspire to increase their number and the quality of their members
which could help improve their power to influence. He urged them to do this while tr in to
pass the enabling law.

He noted that the biggest challenge is reaching an agreement on a framework that is rounded

on the local context. Another challenge is planning the campaign and the strategy to lobb with
the lower House which is the more difficult terrain compared the Senate.
1.2. Open Forum

The representative from the Department of Justice, Attv. Mary Jane Sytat, requested to res ond
to the questions earlier directed towards the PSLMC.

Atty Saitat: Regarding PSLMC Resolution #,. which allowed union reps as observers to coin I

with the provision under E0 1.80 but that the Council Members are the only ones allowed to
decide on cases.

During the Council meetings, unions are not allowed as per E0 1.80.

Next, in PSLMC Res 72017 - registration of CNA is in compliance with the IRR of E0 1.80 which

requires that unions submit their collective agreements for registration and doing so, this ives
PSLMC a jurisdiction to tackle pertinent complaints that are received by the bod . This is th
aim, it was not done to burden the unions.

On, supplemental reply within 5 days- this resolution came about because the coin lainants 'ust

submit replies whenever they feel like it. In one case, the evidences kept coinin in and the
were piece meal basis so this resolution was drafted. As it is the resolution process in the PSLMC
is already long winding and delayed and not setting a deadline aggravates the situation.
,. 3. Theory of Change framework
010ne Resp0141LO Co Morii/o

(

010ne Respollintroduced Theory of Change as a results-based approach that she hoped the
group can use in the planning exercise.
Theory of change is a method that explains how intervention/s leads to a development change.
It draws on a causal analysis based on available evidence. It applies deliberate activities in order
that they lead to a desired output.

(-

She noted that the first step was to identify the issues and problems that affect good or sound
public service. We then agree on an end goal which we hope to achieve. To do this we describe
the end that we want to target. From the issues to the desired situation, we identify the policy,
program or project (the change). So the preparatory steps are problem analysis and stakeholder
analysis. In the process, we will be able to identify the strategy. The change process consists of
identifying the immediate change, intermediate change, to the final change desired. We also
identify our assumptions.
For example, there are identified gaps in C15i. , the desired outcome is sound labor relations.
So, preconditions Iwhat are conditions needed so that the desired change is reached have to be
identified, the same process of identifying preconditions are done again until the lowest/most
manageable preconditions are identified.
The pathway of change uses a backward direction of strategizing, starting from long-term
(desired impact) to short-term (immediate outcome), and the outputs and finally activities that
we will devise. Other terms used to refer to impact are goals, strategic objectives, long-term

objectives/goals. Impact is the end goal whereas outcome which also requires an extended
time, is much lower level than impact.
Next, she discussed risks and problems. Risks are possibilities, problems are existing obstacles.
So risk-minimizing strategies are needed to lower the chances that risks become problems.
We also develop indicators at different results levels, e. g. at the level of impact, outcomes,
outputs, activities, and inputs.
After using the ToC we then turn it into a logframe format which is useful when presenting the
document to donor organizations. Under this, there are dimensions for each level of result
including: description, accountability, and examples.
(see Diane Respa11_2017 08 DR ToC FOA DC)

14. Public Sector Unionism (1987-20/7) Atty. Rebecco Choto
The number of unions spiked after 2000 while the number of registered CNAs increased in 2014.
However, to explain why this has been the trend we need more detailed data. Unfortunately, BLR
and CSC data tend to differ. As of June 2015, there are 1,845 employee organizations (BLR data)
compared CSC data with 1,944 as end of 201.4. Lack of data, inappropriate data is problematic
and the information will not be an effective guide for us. While the number of registered unions
have been increasing since 2001, the number of registered CNAs did not rise until2012 onwards.

Coverage of public sector workers reiterated: exclusion of police and armed forces, inclusion of
high level managerial workers who can form their own union separate from rank and file union.
She discussed pH policies on public sector labor relations. Policies and laws allowin for ubl'
sector organizing are clear. Given this, the question is do we need C 151? There were revious

issuances which we may also look into, or otherwise disregard andjust proceed to craftin a new

law. In the case of FVR, part of his issuances was on signing bonus, none on Erap's term, Arro o's
term resulted in the most number of issuances (registration, accreditation, representation of

workers in PSLMC). In PNoy's time, there was the difficult issue of public elementary and high
school teaching personnel.

Administrators should be made aware of the laws and conventions. Capacitating key

implementors especially those in PSLMC is needed. It should be noted that sometimes these
functions of PSLMC administrators are adhoc and not part of theirlPCR, so PSLMC duties are down

in their list of priorities. The problem of unions may not only be in the law itself, but in th
administration/administrators. A related insight is that managers are also employees, like all of
us. PSLMC I-201.6 National Workers Congress (NWC) can also be looked into and one that can be

tackled in the workshop. Industry bargaining is not entirely new for the public sector es eciall
considering the case of health services sector and local water districts.

Next she discussed 'CISl key areas and components/elements'. She showed a slide with three

columns: first column lists key areas of CISl. , second is components/elements that may be
discussed and third column is policy instrument to use, e. g PSLMC resolution or an E. 0. Some of

these concerns in key areas of CISl. , according to Attv. Chato, are like low-hanging fruits and can
be easily achieved.

Next, she dealt with CEACR observations and compliance commitments. She called out to the BLR
ILAB to honor their commitment to implement of NTIPC Resolution No. 6 of 2014 and discuss

these with the CSC. She noted that these commitments should be included in the roadma . A1 ,
the commitment on contractualization, but we also have to look at CSC-CoA-DBM Joint circular
No. I s. 201.7 and propose amendments to the LCP that are compliant with CIS, .. E0 180 is airead
compliant with CISl that is why it was ratified. Only slight tweaking is needed, but it is coin Iiant.
Next, she discussed considerations in action planning. The way forward is to ali n laws and
practices with the 1987 Constitution and the principles of CIS1,98, and 87 in the ublic sector
through a consensus based multi-stakeholders action plan. The problems and challen es in EO
180 have been previously identified. In addition, there should be identification of stakeholders
and an interface that includes all workers, e. g. massive information drive, for hi h level
government officers, firefighters, and jail guards, all persons employed, the publics, institutions
(branches government). Rank and cluster priority issues to determine which are do able within the

next 6 months. Also, identify the desired policy instrument: what is needed? legislation or merely
an administrative issuance for specific issues/internal measure, capacity building, sectoral
commitment of NGAs, LGUs, etc, part of OPCR and IPCR, and identify supporting sector and
agency. What is unique for the public sector is that we are all workers, our em 10 er is riot our
enemy.

Also consider whether the PSLR should be in a federal system of government, or the public sector
in the BBL. We do riot want our PSLR to be hostaged by a change of government. In the BBL, there
is no mention of right to self-organization, we also have to take a look at that. We also have to
think of whether our action plan will be affected by the scheme of things. This includes the effect
of forthcoming elections. Finally, we have to move forward as a cohesive whole even as we are
multi-sectoral/multiple stakeholders.
(see Chato publicWorkshop I)
1.5. Question:

Annie: Thonks for the historicol milestone. Whot hos been left out is the Mou in Ieove
monetizotion ond on other improvement during the time of Sec. Boricodin.
Chato: Thanks, but my focus was on the policies that were done by previous administration. I am

<

aware of what you mentioned Ijust shortened the presentation because it will take a long time
to discuss everything.
16. Workshop Mechanics & Guide Questions for Workshop I (Facilitator)
Ronnie Montefalco

(Start 3:16pm)
He mentioned that the objective is to develop and adopt a 5-yr multi-stakeholders action plan.

The workshops are related and they are aimed at identifying areas for action, discuss systems,
learnings and experiences of other countries as a guide in developing a framework.
The second workshop is the results framework to discuss assumptions, outcomes and indicators.
Already provided for you are templates for presenting the results (Templates I-3). He reiterated
the dimensions of the results framework or result chain planning (Template No. 2): outcomes,
assumptions, strategies, output impact, impact indicators, and sources and means of
verification.

After this, the next activity is to produce the workplan stating the output, activity schedule,

^.

schedule, partners and budget.
To start the workshop the facilitator suggested to divide the group into two. He also requested
that each group elect a focilitator, rapporteur and documenter.
(see Montefalco Workshop)
17. Workshop I (start: 3:37pm)
18. Reporting Back at the Plenary Workshop I (5:35 pin)
Group 2 was the first to report.

First recommendation is to expand the coverage to include not only firefighters, jailguards, but
also policemen. Educate heads of offices re FOA, tackle issues of contract of service andjob orders
- workers who are pulled in precarious conditions. There was discussion on the structure of

PSLMC as there were cases of observed partiality and biasin PSLMC decision making, so the group
recommends the creation of an independent institution to handle public labor relations. An

immediate solution would be creation of office not attached to CSC but possibly attached to other
offices, such as the Office of the President. Groups also wants to use the term ri ht to s Iforganization instead of right to organize.

Facilities provision. Lack of access to data when it comes to negotiation. U nions should be a ble to
get access to data and it should not be dependent on discretion of management. Grou an ests
the adoption of standards of CEACR.

On representation, the group said there should be equal representation of inaria ement,
Resolution N0 5 should be revoked. PSLMC should issue new resolution providin for e ual votin
rights when it comes to decision-making. Representation in office should welcome members of
the LGBT, etc. and representatives of laborin tripartite bodies should be done in consultation with
public sector workers to promote transparency.
Who should be the employer in the public sector? The group noted that it cannot clearl identif

who represents management. Office of the President or Secretary should act as representative in

(

negotiation or any duly authorized representative.

Terms and conditions of employment. Wages and all benefits should be subject to negotiation,
the group had a discussion with a group member from DBM, but in the end, the rest of the rou

agreed that all items under the sun can be negotiated. What unions should do is to pre are and
educate themselves. Negotiation should start at the beginning of the Year so that items could be
included in the proposed budget for the year.

Civil and political rights. All rights including right to strike should be given. There should be e ual
representation in committees instead of having more management than unions or to have
another office to hear issues of public sector workers,

Other issues. Equal implementation of SSL. There should be either legislative action, an EO or
amendment to existing policies.

(see Workshop I G2 Dec 4)

Group I started reporting at 5:48pm. The presenter went over the articles of CISl. She
mentioned their comments, where available. The group did not have comments for some of the
articles.

C 151 art I: in conflict with EO not covered BUCor (Bureau of Corrections) staff, firefighters, and
jail guards. Conflict on GoCCs. Review issuances. Conflict with DBM issuance; no em 10 ee and

employer relationship. Include contractual employees' Also, in the case of managerial workers
there are different practices in different agencies. This also need further clarification.
Art 3: no coverage, no provision for recognition of federation

Conflict in the area on delisting unions. Amending IRR is one solution according to CSC. Delistin
should riot be done by regulatory bodies. BLR and CSC should harmonize data on re istration
Art 4 (2) ULP slow reporting/action. Create a body other than PSLMC.
Art 5(I) conduct independent workers congress

(~

Art 5(3) unreported cases of ULP. Mechanisms lacking or there is lack of awareness. Empower
PSLMC reps on U LP violations
Art 6(I) not adequate OSH in some offices. Review the ones posted in the website. Some unions
not given union time-off
Art 7 CNA. Registration of CNA has adverse effects. CNAs are reverted back without approval.
Agreement must only be submitted and then registered. DBM is providing limit on CNA which is
hampering and limiting. Amend DBM circular.
Art 9 Membership in partisan political party is part of civil and political rights. Amend Constitution.
Others: Inconsistent policies of concerned agencies eg. DBM, CoA. There is need to harmonize
policies. If possible have CoA and DBM meet in a forum to harmonize issuances. Create an
impartial, independent body other than PSLMC.
(see Workshop I GI Dec 4)
At the end of the presentation Attv. Chato asked participants to clarify what are do able and to
already think of inputs for tomorrow. Session ended at 6:03 pin.
DAY 2 December 5 201.7 Tuesda

19. RECAP Stare (9:44 am)
Rebecco Choto

Attv. Chato opened the session. She said that today is a milestone event for public sector
workers because this is the first stakeholders action plan on Labor relations. She hoped that the
group could give a whole picture and synchronize issues. She said that the final output would be
brought to the CSC for approval. She advised agencies represented to include their agency's plan

in the action plan to synchronize, monitor and complement the programs in different agencies
and sectors. She said that it is going to be laborious process but the group already gained much

(.

headway. There is already an output from the worker's group presented Yesterday. The final
result of this workshop would be the official output and it will guide the group on the task ahead

and for the years to come. After this works, she said the group can have regular re-planning
exercise to make periodic adjustments.
She rioted that yesterday the group heard inputs from iaioon who helped the group in
understanding legal issues and provisions of CISl. . He also clarified the reason behind the

exclusion of police and armed forces in C 151. Ces presented a gaps analysis between the
existing rules under E0 180 and the requirements of CISl . Dianne introduced a tool to analyse
the problem and how to go through the planning exercise. There were also additional inputs
Attv Chato and Attv Montefalco. There was also a validation exercise yesterday. She said that
today, the group draws the roadmap and workplan. The participants will join the same group as

Yesterday. She said that the group can use the labor sector's previous inputs as starting point
and perhaps the CSC can add inputs, then BLR.

1.9. Workshop 2: Planning MAP 2022 and strategizing using results-based/logical framework
planning (Start: 9:55am)

20. Reporting Back at the Plenary Workshop 2 Output and Consolidated MAP
(Start 4:21pm)
Group I was the first to report.

The group has 5 outcomes: right to organize, facilities provision, procedures for deter minin

terms and conditions of employment, settlement of dispute, and civil and political rights.
In the first outcome, one of the assumptions made was that both management and workers

have insufficient knowledge about FOA, so they suggest for awareness building activities.
Desired output is increased awareness of FOA. Impact indicators: number of workers oriented
rising yearly. Activities include seminars where there will be more than 40 seminars per month

starting next month. Budget for 30 employees x 40 ees x 1000 pesos =1.2 million. Four batches

for Training of Trainors starting first Q of 2018 with same group of partners total of P360,000
budget .

Another output was increasing the number of organized PSUs meaning an increase in re istered
and accredited TUs. Impact factor is number of registered and accredited unions increasin b
200 per Year. Activities include technical assistance on accreditation, schedule is er month b
first quarter. Budget to be charged to unions. There is need to update the database of CSC and
BLR, disseminate information to local unions by first Q of 2018. Partners are federations and

CSC. Also under A, they want to draft a PSU manual or primer for management and union to be
used for the orientation. Target is 50k copies printed per Year to be distributed to a tar at of
500 agencies. Activity for this will be drafting, editing and printing of primer by first Q 2018

jointly by ILO, CSC and PSLMC. The budget is P200 per copy or 75 million for 5 years'
Letter B on right to organize, while there is provision on FOA there are restrictions and

limitations such as on firefighters and jail guards, contract of service, job orders and there are

some agencies whose charters prohibit union formation. On the first corefighters) no change.
On Cos and JOs, issue new policy recognizing this group to form unions. When this ha ens,
they will enjoy the right to organize. To check we can see if the number will jin rove. Activit for
this is to continue to lobby for this starting in 20181ed by federations.

Letter D absence of guidelines recognizing federations. Lobby for issuance of policies or
legislation recognizing this right. Output is legislation or policy issue starting 2018. Im act
indicator is that feds and confeds will now become registered.
Number 2, this is allowed. The only thing to do is include it in the manual, there is also an issu
on OSH in that the existing circular of DOH has limitations. The group said it wants OSH

standards released for the public sector. Circular should be issued jointly by DOLE, CSC, DILG,
DOH plus other agencies.

Improvement of terms and conditions of employment. Currently there is no mechanism to

negotiate at the national level, the group wants to lobby for an issuance allowing workers to
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lobby at the national level. Impact is improvement in working conditions - wages, living
conditions. Our target policy or legislation to be issued, Lobbying is the activity.
Settlement of dispute. They noted a have a problem on this with PSLMC. They suggest that
disputes be resolved early, because it now takes years' Lobbying again. Start in 201.8. Absence of
impartial body to settle dispute, so create new body and abolish PSLMC. The group would like to
lobby for a public sector labor relations law aligned with CISl. Purpose is to provide speedy,
impartial resolution of disputes.

(

Civil and political rights. They recognize that difficulty of revising the rule that no government
employee should be engaged in partisan politics because it requires a change in the
Constitutional provision. This is the basic requirement. There is a small window in the party list
system and it might be possible to amend the provision which says that public sector workers
cannot be partly list officers' The group reports that they plan to start on this by 2018, and their
aim is to align the Constitution with CISl.
Attv Chato asked if group 2 can adopt the output of group I. Group 2 agreed.
(see Workshop 21nstitutional mechanisms GI Dec 52017 and Workshop 2 Results Framework
GI Dec 52017)
Group 2 started reporting 4:43pm.
The rapporteur reads in detail the group's outputs based on Template 2 followed by their
outputs using Template 3.
Attv Chato asked if group I can adopt the output of group 2. Group I adopted the output.

(see Workshop 2 Results Framework G2 Dec 5 and Workshop 2 Workplan G2 Dec 5)
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According to Attv. Chato the process does not end here because there is a long way to go. The
next activity would be the meeting of the small technical working group that will scrub and
integrate the two outputs and the result will be emailed all the participants. Those nominated
will meet together on Monday morning at the ILO office and they are Annie Geron, Ferdie Gaite,
Chris Bautista, Attv. Connie and Mike Amor.
At this point Mike Amor asked that he be not part of this small group. Attv Chato said they will
keep his name in the list for the time being but an asterisk will be written beside it. He is
encouraged to soon inform the group if he could join or not.
Attv Chato rioted that in the 'scrubbing', the group will evaluate the inputs, look at the
structure, fix the timelines to determine which activities can be done by January. She rioted that
they still have to organize the task teams and set the tasks.
She thanked the participants for their time and participation.
21. Closing
Diane Respall thanked the participants for staying on. She recognized that what the group has
done is social dialogue in action. She noted that the action plan cannot be done overnight and it
will have to be improved, and it will take time before it is approved. A lot of ground has been
17

covered and much have been accomplished and this would be useful, even for the ILO, for it to
be able design proposed areas where it may be able to add value to workers concerns and

campaigns. She said that not all activities should be funded by ILO, and that sometimes
organizations have our own resources. It is important to also know who will be able to do what

based on existing resources, talent and human resource. What is needed is to formulate the ke
vision, at least a one liner to communicate the collective aim, so that everyone moves towards
one direction. The data gathered is very rich and these need to be clustered in in ke result

areas to determine the causality of each. This would help in identifying what should be done
first, and what can be achieved in the near and long term. What can be realisticall achieved is
something that needs to be looked at. This does riot mean that those targets in the 10n term
would be started later, because things can start early yet with an awareness that it will take time
for those targets to be achieved. In terms of substance much work may still have to be done in
terms of social dialogue because there are also tricky issues. One thing that can be done is to

ask the experience of other countries. Particularly, politically sensitive things like political
participation of civil servants' While we want to maintain our neutrality, we have to make sure
why we need to establish our political party. Clarify if this is promoting the interest of workers'
It is important to at least achieve the minimum, that is the goal of the ILO- not to fall below the
minimum, but much better if the achievement is higher than minimum. She noted that the

groups also mentioned capacity-building requirements and those too would be something that
the ILO can look at especially technical support. She recognized the group's intent to advocate
for a new body but while aiming for that to happen, she mentioned the need determine what
may be needed to support the existing body such as in terms of capacity and resources, so that
it is able to address the need of workers in the public sector. She noted that workers cannot be

made to wait until a new body is created and because of this it would be good if the grou is
able to maximize the capacities of the existing body to help workers'
She said that the ILO will mobilize resources and other donors too because there are donors
who have resources reserved for multilateral organizations like the ILO. She noted that the ILO
would like to prioritize the efforts supporting CISl and having been ratified it becomes a
priority area even for donors since it was the first in Asia and it can be showcased in Asia and
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the Pacific. Thank you.

Verna extended thanks to everyone who came and participated in the workshop.
5:23pm.
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